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ABSTRACT
The retention rate for rural teachers has

historically been low, often with loss of two or more teachers per
school year. in some areas.. Recently, a surplus of teachers. has
.relleved this.problem, but a predicted shortage will aggravate the
Situation.- A_su*vey of rural teachers- wAS conducted in 1980 in
BritiSh.Columbia totry.to.find areason...ferpoor -retention. The

other Studies were used to develop a training
vie'gianiLl.or.-ruril 'teachers at a'xural campus in British Columbia.
ftudenta,:lerefrequized to-live within-the rural community while
gathering data for. the--early field -experience (EFE) course, which
'wereHthenused to.:.familiarize them.with the issues and:expectations
lace&byAeaahert elPloyed in a rural community, including
deMegraphics, power,structure,dynamics, resources, and sociological
lactors.-.EzPerience of the program's graduates indicates a high level
of-.SucoesS--in.. both :obtaining employment and realizing job
satiSfiCtion.'pue to ,fiscal cutbacks, the 'program is no longer
Operating'in British Columbia, though there is hope tfiat it may be
reeennidered for future funding. Through the description of the
re6earch and the EFS program, it is hoped others may benefit from
what haS been learned about rural teacher retention and one
wipiriment to reverse the historical trend. (Author/JEN)
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EARLY FIELD EXPERIENCE

A RECIPE FOR RURAL TEACHER RETENTION

Abstract

The retention rate for rural teachers has historically been low,
often two or more teachers per school each year in some areas. The
recent surplus of teachers has relieved this problem somewhat, but
the predicted shortage of teachers will certainly aggravate this
problem.

In_an attempt to gain insight into the reasons for poor retention
of rural teachers, a survey of rural teachers was conducted in 1980 in
the province of British Columbia. The results of t1.0s and other studies
were used to develop a program for training rural teachers at a rural
campus in the interior of the province.

The program included an early field experience (-E) in which
students became familiar with the demographics,_power structure
dynamics,_resources and sociological factors which affect the rural
teacher within the community. Students were required to live within
the rural community while gathering data for the EFE course. The
data were used in the course to help students become familiar with
the issues and expectations faced by teachers when employed in' a
rural community.

Experience of graduates of the program indicate a high level of
success in both obtaining employment and in realizing Job satisfaction
with the EFE and its effect on their teaching.

()Lie to restraint, the program is no longer operating in B.C.,
though there is hope that it may be reconsidered for funding in the
future. Through the description of the research and EFE. program, it
is hoped others may benefit from what has been learned about rural
teacher retention and one experiment to reverse historical trends.



Early Field Experience

A Recipe for Rural Teacher Retention

Prologue

Any recipe or prescription is preceded by an examination of ingredien s

or by a diagnosis. The entrenchment of an Early Field Experience within

the two years of explicit training for rural teachers conducted by the

University of Victoria was based on considerable research into the skills

and characteristics- needed by country school teachers. The Early Field

Experience was designed to initiate the socialization of the teache

training into, rural living, but this socialization was to be by design,

not chance. The design imposed a regime of observation, analysis, prepara-

tion and_ action tNat was carefully monitored by university staff to ensure

academic credibility. The focuses of the Early Field Experience were

rooted in the base study completed in 1980 which considered literature

from a wide range of countries as well as within Canada, it considered

the few University programs dealing with the preparation of rural teachers,
i

and itAcompiled data from quest onnaires sent to rural teachers, adminis-

trators, and trustees within B.C. Perhaps most importantly, the study

established a definition of "Rural" applicable to the Canadian educational

scene.

RURAL ELEMENTA an elementary school in B.C. which has 5 or
fewer classrooms and TOO or fewer pupils.
It is located at least 30 miles from any
community of 15,000 or more people.

RURAL SECONDARY - a B.C. secondary school with 200 or fewer pupils-
and located at least 30 miles from any community.
of 15,000 or more people.

Of great use in making the decision for the inclusion of an Early Field

Experience and in selecting the various focal points for that experience

was data gathered from rural teachers and principals.



EFE
Early Field Experience. -

A Recipe for Rural Teacher Retention

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The. recent surplus of teache_s in some regions of Canada has been

of some advantage for rural schools With teacher mobility reduced,

rural communities have been more sucee-sful in retaining teachers. This

retention has helped increase the, genral continuity of Ale rural school

educational program, and helped to rebuild community confidence in

schools. Because teachers at present expect to remain in the rural

setting for a period of time, roots are established and teachers have

time to become acclimated to the community and physical resources of

the rural region. These factors are generally a positive influence on

the rural school and community.

But "better" times are upon us. Experts predict and statistical

trends support the impending teacher shortage Which is likely to return

the rural school System to its more familiar situation; a situation wherein

staffjng consists of new teachers or unsuccessful teachers who await

openings in tha larger centres or who last only until "cabin fever"

strikes. The teacher often simply rejects the rural charge and leaves

behind a classroom of bewildered Children and a community sense of

betrayal, distrust for education and for the profession of teaching.

Recent data from Alaska (Grubis, 1982) confirm that in that state,

the problem has never abated, and that rural communities often expect

two or three different teachers_ each year to succumb to the pressures

of rural teaching and living. In a survey of rural teachers in British

Columbia, Bandy and Gleadow (1980) found the reasons that most teachers



left ear-1 MAtions was not because of the teaching situation,

but ism i bcat'se jf.sociological reasons. In reviewing these data,

became apparen4 t, if rural teachers were going to be retained over

che ould.=-either need to be screened carefully or educated to the

nature zii rur4 living and teaching.

Oft Of the results of the British Columbia study was that persons

with extensive rural living experience were more at home in rural teaching.

This is not surprising, but the participation rate of rural students in

post-secondary schooling is less than one third of the urban participation

rate, and the potential success in recruiting rural students to teaching

was not seen to be a viable solution to the problem. Many rural students

in Canada come from ethnic or religious minority groups who do not yet

have commitment to the value of higher education. Some attempts are

being made to change this situation through special rural student entrance

scholarships and bursaries, but the needs in the rural schools are much

greater than these programs can meet.
=.

Could non-rural students be educated and trained to meet the needs

of the rural communities? What knowledge, background, skills and

attitudes might be necessary for successful rural teaching and even more

important, for successful rural living? Could rural teacher education

take the city out of the prospective teacher? Should it? These and

other questions formed the background of the planning to provide special

training for rural teachers. ThiS special program was to be located in

a small town near to a number of rural schools. The campus, though small,

was well equipped and staffed by a group of faculty dedicated to rural
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education. A key e ement in the program was Early Field Experience (EFE).

Entry into the rural education program was limited to students with

at least two years of relevant coursework or a degree with appropriate

prerequisites. The program is two years in duration beyond these basics

with the EFE in the first or pre-professional year. An additional year

is needed for degree completion.

In planning the early field experience program (EFE), consideration

was given to the unique programs and challenges faced by teachers in rural

settings. For Canada, these are:

1. A sense of loneliness and isolation.

2. The necessity to interactwith minority cultures.

3. Developing a close liaison between school and community.

4. Adjustment to inclement weather conditions and related

problems such as transportation.

Developing versatility and resourcefulness across the

entire curriculum.

6. Lack of regular peer contact.

7. Inadequate or slow resource services.

8. Lack of support in dealing with special needs children.

9. A need for counselling skills (at adult level as well as

child counselling).

10. Inappropriate curricular materials.

11. Lack of personal privacy.

12. Multi-grade teaching strategies.

13. A total supervision load without relief.

14. U :,Irtainty of assignment due to possible school closures under

severe restraint.
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Despite what may Seem to heexraordinary i=bstacles there is a
quality of life exper enced bjrural people and rural teachers that
cannot be found in an urban orsubur-ban setting This fact is seen
most strongly in the BandY anidkactcm study (19080) where the response

"Rural Living and Connunity Inolvenpanr was sen as both the highest
positive and highest negative reason for either satisfaction or dis-
satisfaction with rural teeth-CI,

Table 1 shows the fattar% which teachers gi ye for leaving British
Columbia rural schools. Note thdt the main reasns, getting another

offer, does not really prObe thereal reason tea hers sought the new

position in the first place_

INS5RITABLE 1 HERE

In searching for t e laaracteris-tics which rwark a successful rural

teacher in British Coluanbia, teachers in the Bancy and Gleadow survey

indicated the traits that are tidicatd in Table 2.

1 TABLE 2 HERE

School Board members rangedthe -Following tr--..--aits in order of

importance in their search far rural -eachers, (fable 3).



INSERT TABLE 3 HERE

USing these and other data from Australia and the Un--1 ted States,

the Faculty at the Rural Education Cammn designed arid ieliplegoted the

early field experience ii an attempt to build a "Rural Ftedioess" into

the teacher.

Epilogue

The program, after 3 successful years is currently inn abeyance

awaiting a new site and renewed funding. While underway he program

had undergone careful scrutiny. A symposium held in June of 1983

prodeced a summary report that from practice was aele to cc-zon-firm many
z

of the original concerns about a rural teacher's needs a cit at the

same time confirm many of the intents of the Early Field E_perience as

essential to the appropriate training of a rural teacher From the

summary of discussions held at the symposium the following was repor ed:

"The program should provide actual 'external ,creperiences.
Student teachers should have experience with the climate
as it affects rural comunities. Winter coriditins orrain forest conditions have impact upon busing scichedules,
the actual delivery of curriculum, free play tirr for
students and even the overall educational cliroat of the
school.

Remoteness of the school effects the ease af cdormanunica-
tion with the comunity, the school district and the
world at large. Telephones are often radio teler=thonos.
The open air channels provide a lack of privacy e=luring
conversations. Postal service is not scheduled Mai lb

9
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aL--,nd the cAlmunity is often spread out over h*eds
owaf square miles. Thus teachers may have diftulty
cxiontacting parents of students or even supportper-
svionnell in the school district system. Commialca-
thln with the outside world is_also sporadic Postal
simpervice, radio stations and television networbare
sltretched to their limits because of the v4stdistances
immnvolved. Thus news and entertainment featm are
o--ften reduced to a minimum.

Smparcity of resources is another factor of thex-
tnernal category. Student teachers should experience
tlihis in order to understand that to obtain lesson
a--ids or other classroom resources one must order well
ism advance, and this requires planning. As wen, they
mumust experience the impact of being on theirm, for
fczaw support personnel are available. Communityre-
sc=Durces are precious, because there are so fmand
eNtiven then, they'are often far away. Manufacturing or
srvice companies are scarce, more so than ramrce
c=mpanies. Thus a social studies unit, for ample,
mght be developed around the availability of
cr-lmmunity resources.

TFrie internal category includes three issues= Me
frst, personal privacy, is one that studentteachers
shmould experience. The lack of personal privacy
rensults most often because of the high profilethe
comimmunity grants the rural teacher. The commdty
orten sees the teacher, which not a true membrof
thme community, as a. resource for the communityto
uqzze_ Thus many implications may arise becausecf
thmmis fact.

Vane second category, 'no relief in sight', fte-

ourmently not considered. Nral teachers are Olen
al- one. Thus school operations depend upon tM
runral teacher and supervision of students begin
thsime moment the first child arrives and ends uhn
Owe last child leaves. Student teachers should
exL7perience what it means when there is no relief

extra duties.

Thmge third and last, job security, is another *Je.
ThAme Rural Studies Program should provide studnt
teQuachers with the experience of how vulnerablea
souwall rural school is to closure during bud9et
timmme. Rural teachers are aware of enrolment

10



TABLE 1

Reasons Which Contributed to Rural Teachers Leaving Rural Schoo s

Rank

4.

Reason

Received another teaching offer
Isolation
Lack of access to urban amenities
Not enough community support

TABLE 2

Aaracteristics of Successful Rural Teachers as perceived by Rural Teachers

Rank

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Characteristics

Adaptable, sense of humour
Tact, diplomacy
Community involvement
Rural orientation
Resourcefulness

TABLE 3

Characte-i-tic of Successful Ru- 1 Teachers as.perceived by Rural School Boards

Rank Characteristics

1. Flexibility, Adap able
( 2. Rural orientation
( 2. Interpersonal skills

4. Emotional maturity, confidence
5. Community involvement
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